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ABSTRACT 
This note provides a short, self-contained treatment, using linear algebra and 
matrix theory, for establishing maximal periods, underlying structure, and choice of 
starting values for shift-register and lagged-Fibonacci random number generators. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the discovery that congruential random number generators had 
regularities that made them unsuitable for certain kinds of Monte Carlo 
problems [7], attention has focused on two other promising kinds of genera- 
tors: shift-register and lagged-Fibonacci. The principal questions asked by 
potential users of these generators, not readily answered, are: (1) What is the 
period? and (2) Are they satisfactorily random? This note suggests use of 
linear algebra and matrix theory to provide simple answers to the first 
question and shed light on the second. 
SHIFT-REGISTER GENERATORS 
These are based on viewing the bits of a computer word as the elements of 
a binary vector, then using iterates of a linear transformation to generate a 
sequence of binary vectors, and hence computer words, that may be interpret- 
ed as a sequence of uniform random integers. In terms of vectors and 
matrices, the sequence is p, PT, /3T2, /?T3,. . . with /3 a 1 X n binary vector, T 
an n X n binary matrix of O’s and l’s, all arithmetic modulo 2, and addition of 
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binary vectors the exclusive-or, @, of the two corresponding computer words. 
Shift-register generators are sometimes called Tausworthe generators. 
The binary matrix T is usually chosen so that the product PT may be 
produced with simple computer operations. A good choice is T = (I + R”) 
(I + L’), where R is the matrix that transforms every vector p = 
(b,, b,, . * *, b,) into PR = (0, b,, b,, . . . , b,_l), and L = R’ transforms j? into 
PL=(b,,b,,..., b,,O). Thus R is all O’s except for l’s on the principal 
superdiagonal; L is all O’s except for l’s on the principal subdiagonal. Then 
PT = /3(Z + R”)(Z + Lt) may be easily produced by forming p + p@pR”, 
with a logical right-shift-s and a CB, followed by /3@pL’ with a logical 
left-shift-t and another CB .
The maximum possible period of a shift-register generator is 2” - 1, the 
number of nonnull 1 X n binary vectors. For such a generator, any nonnull 
initial (seed) vector may be used, a desirable property for generators that 
allow the user to set the seed value, which to the user becomes any nonzero 
integer. 
Matrix theory provides an easy means to characterize shift-register se- 
quences of maximal period: 
THEOREM 1. Let T be an n x n nonsingular binary matrix. In order that 
the sequence fi, PT, j3T2, pT3,. . . have period k = 2” -. 1 for every nonnull 
binary vector p, it is necessary and sufficient that the matrix T have order 
2” - 1 in the group of rwnsingubr n X n binary matrices. 
Proof of Necessity. Assume j3, /IT, pT2,. . . has period k = 2” - 1 for 
some nonzero j3. Then the order of T is at most k, and the set 
{ P>PT,PT2,...,PTk-1} includes all nonnull 1 x n binary vectors. Thus 
yTk = y for every 1 X n binary vector y, so the null space of Tk - I has 
dimension n, which makes Tk = I, and the order of T is at least k. 
Proof of Sufficiency. Assume T has order k = 2” - 1 and let Y be the 
set of distinct powers of T: 
Y= {z,T,T~,T~ ,..., Tkpl}. 
Let g(x) be the minimal polynomial of T: the polynomial of least degree for 
which g(T) = 0. Let g have degree t. Then t < n, since T satisfies its 
characteristic equation. Define 
9 = {all polynomials in T of degree < t } 
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Then (9(= 2t, and every element in 9’ may be expressed as an element of 9 
by means of Euclid’s algorithm: 
so that 
xs = q(x)g(x)+ r(x), with deg(r) < t, 
T”= q(T)g(T)+ r(T) = r(T). 
Thus 9 is a subset of the set 9 - { 0}, 1Y I< 19 - { 0} 1, and hence 2” - 1~ 
2’ - 1, which, taken with t < n, makes t = n and Y = 9 - (0). In particu- 
lar, the elements of 9 - (0) are nonsingular, since the elements of 9 are. 
This proves that j3, /3T, pT2,. . . has period k = 2” - 1 for every nonnull 
p, since /3Tj = p requires that Tj + I be singular. Every Tj + Z equals an 
element of 9, through Euclid’s algorithm, but the only nonsingular matrix in 
9’isO,andTj+Z=Oforj<2” - 1 contradicts the assumption that T has 
order 2” - 1. 
A simple shift-register g( 
of the form, say for n = 6 
T= 
enerator is one for which T is a companion matrix 
0 1 0 0 0 0 




Cl G2 c3 c4 c5 % 
If R is the right-shift-l matrix and y = (c,, . . . , c,,) the last row of T, then 
PT is either /3R or /3R@y, depending on whether the last element of p is 0 or 
1. Such simple shift-register sequences are very easy to generate in a com- 
puter, and they are the sequences most frequently used in digital circuit and 
communications theory. But they are obviously unsuitable for general Monte 
Carlo use, since half of the time a new computer word is produced by shifting 
the old word one position. Thus, half of the points (x, y) so produced in the 
‘plane will he on the line y = 2x. This is a flaw commn to all full-period 
shij?+-egister sequences j3, /3T, j3T2.. . . : there is always a matrix Q such that 
half of the points produced by the transformed sequence PQ, /3TQ, j3T2Q,. . . 
will lie on the line y = 2x. 
This is because any binary matrix T is similar to the direct sum of the 
companion matrices of its invariant factors. A full-period T must have a single 
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nontrivial invariant factor, its minimal (and characteristic) polynomial. Thus 
the sequence p, /IT, /ST’, . . . may be transformed to the simple shift-register 
sequence generated by a companion matrix: PQ, /3QQ- ’ TQ, PQQ ~ ‘T ‘9,. . . . 
LAGGED-FIBONACCI GENERATORS 
These generators use an initial set of elements rr, x2,. . . , x, and two 
“lags” r and s with r > s; they generate successive elements by the recur- 
sion, for i > r, xi = x~_~.x~_~, where . is some binary operation. The initial 
(seed) elements are computer words, and the binary operation might be 
+ , - , *, or CB (exclusive-or). For + or -, the x’s might be integers mod 2” 
or single- or double-precision reals mod 1; for * , odd integers mod 2”. 
We designate such a generator loosely as F(r, s, .), although each lagged- 
Fibonacci generator depends on details of the particular binary operation and 
the (necessarily finite) set of elements it operates on. Examples of generators 
of maximal period are F(17,5, + ) or F(17,5, - ) on integers mod 2”, period 
(217 - 1)2”-‘; F(17,5, - ) on 32-bit reals mod 1, period (217 - 1)223, or 64-bit 
reals mod 1, period (217- 1)2%; F(17,5, * ) on integers mod 2”, period 
(217- 1)2 ) 2g. F(17,5, GB), period 217 - 1. Other good choices for (r, s) are 
(31,13) and (55,24); there are many others, some of which are listed in Knuth 
[5, p. 2~1. 
A lagged-Fibonacci generator is easily programmed, using a circular list 
and two pointers. For example, a procedure for an F(17,5) generator uses 17 
memory locations, initially filled as L(1) = xr7, L(2) = xrs,. . . , L(17) = x1, 
and pointers Z = 17, J = 5. Then each call to the procedure executes these 
instructions: 
L(Z) +- UZ)*UJ) 
output L( z ) 
Z + Z - 1; if Z = 0, I +-- 17 
J&J-l;if.Z=O, I+--17 
(Decrementing the pointers and testing on 0 is usually faster than increment - 
ing and testing on 17.) 
Characterization of maximal-period F(r, S, .) generators may be based on 
the theory of linear recursive sequences of integers: 
xi =~,x~_~+a,x,_,+ ... + a+r_, mod m 
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There is extensive literature on this problem, much more extensive than 
necessary for our purposes, for it is possible to develop a brief, self-contained 
treatment for characterizing lagged-Fibonacci generators of maximal period 
for the most important modulus, 2”, using only elementary matrix theory. For 
lagged-Fibonacci generators, the integer recursion reduces to xi = xi _ I f xi s, 
but the theory for the general integer recursion mod 2” is just as easily 
established, by considering an initial vector of integers, a = (xi, xa,. . . , x,), 
and succesive vectors aT, (uT2, aT3,. . . generated by a matrix T of integers. 
Readers may wish to compare the following treatment with those in Ward 
[lo], Zierler [ 121, Fillmore and Marx [3], or Knuth [5, pp. 34,35,527,528]. 
THEOREMS. Let T be an r x r matrix of integers, with odd determinant. 
In order that the sequence of vectors 
a,aT,aT2,aT3 ,... mod 2” 
have period (2’ - 1)2”-l for every n >, 1 and every initial vector of integers 
cl = (x,, . . . x,.), not all even, it is necessay and sufficient that T have order 
j=2’-lin h t e group of rwnsingulur matrices for mod 2, order 2 j for mod 
4, and order 4 j for mod 8. 
Proof of Necessity. Since its determinant is odd, T will have an inverse 
for modulus 2”. Thus the sequence a, aT, aT2,. . . mod 2” is strictly periodic. 
Assume that its period is j = 2’-l for modulus 2. Theorem 1 shows that the 
period is j if, and only if, T has order j in the group of nonsingular matrices 
for modulus 2. Let M be the r x r matrix with rows a, aT, aT2,. . . , aTr- ‘. 
Then the sequence of matrices M, MT, MT2, MT3,. . . is strictly periodic and 
has the same period as that of a, CYT, aT2, aT3,. . . , the sequence of first rows. 
Furthermore, the rows of M are linearly independent mod 2, for every vector 
in the sequence a, aT, aT2,. . . is a linear combination of the rows of M, and 
that sequence contains, by assumption, 2’ - 1 distinct vectors mod 2. Thus M 
has an inverse for modulus 2, and then for every modulus 2”. It follows that 
the period of the sequence a, aT, aT2,. . . mod 2” is the order of the matrix T 
for that modulus, since MT” = M mod 2” implies T” = Z mod 2”. In 
particular the orders for modulus 2,4,8 must be j,2 j,4 j as required in the 
statement of the theorem. 
Proof of Suficiency. Suppose T has order j = 2’ - 1 for modulus 2, 2 j 
for modulus 4 and 4 j for modulus 8. Theorem 1 shows that a, cwT, aT2,. . . 
mod 2 has period j for every initial vector a with a # 0 mod 2, and, as 
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established above, the period of CY, aT, aT2,. . . mod 2” is the order of T for 
that modulus. 
By assumption, T 2j=Z+4S, with S mod2#0. Then 
T4j=(T+4S)2 =Z+8(S+2S2) =Z+8R, say, with R#Omod2, 
T8j=(~+8R)2=~+16(R+4Rs)=z+8W, say, with W#Omod2. 
It follows that the order of T for modulus 16 is Sj, and the order for modulus 
32 is not Sj. Then squaring shows T16j = Z +32Q, with Q mod 2 # 0, 
establishing the order for 32, but not for 64, and so on; for the general 
modulus 2” the order of T is (2* - 1)2”-‘, and thus the sequence 
(Y, aT, aT2,. . . mod 2” has that period for every initial vector (Y with elements 
not all even. n 
To verify that a particular F(T, s +) or F(r, s - ) generator has maximal 
period j = (Zr - 1)2”-’ for integers mod 2”, one need only call a matrix- 
squaring routine a few more than r times to verify that T has order j,Zj,4j 
for mod 2,4,8. This will be true only if H = T 2’ is T mod 2, not T mod 4, 
and H2 is not T mod 8. The matrix T has O’s everywhere except for l’s on 
the principal subdiagonal and two l’s in the appropriate positions of the last 
column. For example, the F(3,1, - ) generator on integers mod2” has 
and a few calls to a matrix-squaring routine verify that T8 is T mod 2, not T 
mod 4, and T” is not T mod 8. Since T is nonsingular and j = 23 - 1 is 
prime, the order of T for modulus 2 is j. When j is composite, say 
j = 255 - 1, it takes a littl e more work to verify the order of T. Successive 
squaring will verify that Tj+’ is T for mod 2 and not T for mod 4, etc., but 
one must also verify that Tk is not I mod 2 for each k = j/p, with p ranging 
over the prime divisors of j. Even then, a simple computer program will serve 
to establish-or refute-that a proposed F(r, s, +) or F(r, s, - ) generator 
has maximal period. 
To find the period of an F(r, s, * ) generator under multiplication of 
residues relatively prime to a modulus m, one need only express the Abelian 
group of those residues as a direct product of cyclic groups, then consider the 
F(T, s, +) generator on the exponents of the generators of the cyclic groups. 
For example, every odd integer mod 2” has a unique representation as a 
product(-1)a3bwitha~{0,1}andb~{1,2,...,2”~2}.Thustheperiodof 
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F( r, s, *) for odd integers mod 2” is the period of F(r, s, +) on integers mod 
2n-1: 
Zf the F(r, s, +) generator has maximal period, (2’- 1)2”-‘, for integers 
mod 2”, then the F(T, s, * ) generator on odd integers mod 2” has period 
(zr - 1)2”_3. 
The F(r, s, - ) generators on reals are particularly suitable for random 
number subroutines that return UN1 or VNI, continuous random variables on 
[0, 1) or ( - 1,l). Ordinarily, such subroutines generate a random integer from 
some set, then divide by the largest integer in the set to get the required UN1 
or VNI. If initial values xi, x2,. . . , x, are all binary fractions of the form k /2n, 
then the binary operation x. y = (if r > y then x - y, else x - y + 1) in the 
F( r, s, .) generator will produce a sequence of reals on [0, l), each a binary 
fraction k/2” with numerator the integer that would be produced by the 
corresponding F(r, s, - ) generator on integers mod 2”. 
Thus the F(r, s, - ) generator using x - y = (if x > y then x - y, else 
x - y + 1) on 32bit reals (having 24bit fractions) produces real UNI’S on [0, 1) 
with period (2’- 1)2= directly, without need for the division operation 
necessary in conventional generators. The same method will directly produce 
64-bit double-precision reals with period (2” - 1)2%. 
LAGGED-FIBONACCI GENERATORS WITH @ 
The F( r, s, @ ) sequence starts with an initial set of computer words 
Xi> r 2,. . . > xv, then generates successive words by the recursion xi = x, _ ,.@ 
xi-s* Empirical tests show generators based on this sequence to be some of 
the worst of all generators [9]. In addition, the maximum possible period is 
2’ - 1, whatever the word size, far short of the attainable (2’ - 1)2” ~ ’ for 
F(T, s, +) and F(r, s, - ), or the (2’- 1)2”-3 for F(r, s, *), with words of n 
bits. The exclusive-or operation, @, is no faster than + or - in most 
computers, so, taken with the poor statistical performance and relatively short 
periods, one wonders why F( r, s, CB ) generators have ever been given serious 
consideration. 
But they have. Under the rubric “generalized feedback shift-register 
generators” several papers have been devoted to them [l, 2, 4, 61, without 
apparent awareness that they are simple F(r, s, CB) generators for which 
maximal periods may be established and labored arguments over choice of 
initial values [l, 31 made unnecessary by developments such as the following: 
Let the bits of the initial computer words form the columns of the rr x r 
binary matrix M. Then the period of the sequence xi,. . . , xr, x,+ 1,. . . with 
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Xi = Xi_rCBXi_s is the period of the sequence of matrices M, MT, MT ', . . . , 
where T = (ti j) is the r X r binary matrix of all O’s except for I’s on the 
principal subdiagonal and t,, r = t,+ l_s, r = 1. Each sequence of rows in 
M, MT, MT',... is an ordinary shift-register sequence generated by the 
matrix T, and Theorem 1 applies: unless the initial matrix M is all O’s, the 
period of the sequence M, MT, MT',. . . , and hence the period of the 
F( r, s, 8 ) sequence, is 2’ - 1 if and only if the binary matrix T has that order 
in the group of nonsingular binary matrices. Furthermore, the elements of the 
F( r, s, CB ) sequence, viewed as binary column vectors, all lie in the column 
space of the initial matrix M. Prudent choice would make that initial matrix 
M have linearly independent columns, to increase the potential variation of 
succeeding columns, but then the resulting initial matrix M would have a left 
inverse, and thus, in that sense, all F(r, s, CB ) generators on words of n bits 
are equivalent: any two may be transformed into one another by a suitable 
multiplying matrix. Surely a purported sequence of independent random 
binary vectors, elements 0 or 1 with probability i, should have the property 
of invariance under linear transformations. 
THE STRUCTURE OF SHIFT-REGISTER SEQUENCES 
Congruential random number generators use iterates of a linear transfor- 
mation on the ring of residues of some modulus, and as a consequence, 
m-tuples of points produced by the generator fall in a lattice with a relatively 
large unit cell [7, 81. Since shift-register generators also use iterates of a linear 
transformation, there might be some sort of regularity analogous to that for 
congruential generators, and there is. But the binary vectors produced by a 
shift-register generator are viewed as base-2 representations of integers in 
subsequent use, and the regularities get folded over and distorted, much as 
the original sedimentary layers in the earth are folded and distorted in 
geological formations viewed eons later. Figure 1 gives an example of such 
regularities in shift-register generators. On the left is a set of 16,000 random 
points produced by a good random number generator, one that combines two 
standard generators. On the right are 16,000 points produced by the very 
shift-register generator proposed by Whittlesey [ll] as a replacement for 
congruential generators, after the discovery of their lattice structure [7]. The 
proposed shift-register generator uses 31-bit binary vectors and T = (I + 
ZP)(z+q. 
Lagged-Fibonacci generators also use iterates of a linear transformation, 
but lags such as those in F(17,5, - ), F(31,13, - ) or F(55,24, - ) genera- 
tors are long enough that no such regularities seem present in dimensions up 
to 10 or so. 
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FIG. 1. On the left, 16,000 random points produced by a good random number 
generator, one that combines a congruential and a lagged-Fibonacci generator. On the 
right, 16,ooO points produced by the generator proposed to replace congruential 
generators after discovery of their lattice structure (31 bits, right shift 28, left shift 3). 
RANKS OF RANDOM BINARY MATRICES 
Many Monte Carlo studies, particularly in combinatorics and graph 
theory, call for random incidence matrices, elements 0 or 1 to represent the 
absence or presence of some property. It is natural to let the rows of such a 
random matrix be formed by successive computer words, or portions of 
words, produced by a random number generator. 
Shift-register or F(r, s, @) generators are not suitable for such use. In 
order that the sequence of 1 X n binary vectors j3, /3T, /3T2,. . . have a long 
period, it is necessary that the first r~ vectors in the sequence be linearly 
independent. Thus a binary matrix with rows formed by n or fewer successive 
vectors produced by a shift-register generator will always have full rank, while 
a truly random m X n binary matrix will have rank m with probability 
(I - 2_“)(I - 21-7.. . (1-2*+1-n ), about 0.30 when m = n and n > 10 or 
so. 
More specifically, the rank of a random m X n binary matrix takes the 
value r =1,2 , . . . , min( m, n) with probability 
y(n+m-r)-“II 
‘fil (I- 2i-n)(1_ 62-m) 
i=O 
l_2i-r * 
If the rows of the m X n binary matrix are m successive computer words, or 
portions thereof, produced by a random number generator, then the rank of 
the matrix should have the distribution given by the probabilities above. 
Shift-register generators will fail such tests, as will F(r, s, @) generators. 
Congruential and F(r, s, k) usually pass. 
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Details of stringent tests of congruential, shift-register and lagged-Fibonacci 
generators, together with suggested ways to combine such generators to give 
better statistical performance, are in [9]. 
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